
FEBRUARY-MARCH
M T W TH F SAT SUN
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WEEK 1,                 
Easy run + 
Strides (x4-6)

Easy Run + Myrtyle 
Strength Train & 
Stretching 

On your own Easy run + Strides  
(x4-6)

Moderate Run + 
Myrtyle Strength 
Train & Stretching

Long Run off, rest

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
WEEK 2,               
Easy run + 
Strides (x4-6)

W/U 1+ mile, 
Fartlek workout 
1:1 (20 minutes 
total) or 3:2 (25 
minutes total), 
C/D 1+mile

On your own Easy run + Strides   
(x4-6)

Moderate Run + 
Myrtyle Strength 
Train & Stretching

Long Run off, rest

8 9 10 11 12 13 14
WEEK 3,               
Easy run + 
Strides (x4-6)

W/U 1+ mile, 4-6x 
hill surge, 1+ mile 
C/D

On your own Easy run + Strides  
(x4-6)

Moderate Run + 
Myrtyle Strength 
Train & Stretching

Long Run off, rest

15 16 17 18 19 20 21
WEEK 4,               
Easy run + 
Strides (x4-6)

W/U 1+ mile, 
Tempo Run 4-
miles, C/D 2+/- 
miles 

On your own Easy run + Strides  
(x4-6)

Moderate Run + 
Myrtyle Strength 
Train & Stretching

Long Run HABI-DASH 
START

22 23 24 25 26 27 28
RACE WEEK HABI-DASH 

FINISH



KEY:
* Assuming a training base of consistent mileage/ running 3-5+ times a week. Use at your own discretion based on your current 
fitness level and training routine. The workout days & run schedule is all suggestive and can be changed based on preference.

-MYRTLE HIP MOBILITY= youtube video of exercises for runners to strengthen hips and core, increase mobility and build a strong 
foundation for speed training

-STRIDES= 50-100 yard build up from a jogging pace to a max effort & decrease back to jog, ideally done on grass or soft surface 
after a regular training run 2x week. These help improve stride, increase turnover and loosen the body up after running repetitive 
miles.

-FARTLEKS *Italian for speed play*= a timed "on" and "off" effort, on= strong engaged effort or "race pace" (heartrate is orange-
red) off= normal run pace, not a full recovery jog (heartrate is yellow-orange). Suggest begining with a 1:1 repeat, if already 
familiar try a 3:2 for extended effort, 20-25 minutes total workout. Include a 1 mile easy warm up run and 1 mile cool down jog.

-HILL REPEATS= a strong, hard effort that you're pushing through the full hill (not a sprint!) once at the top turn right around & 
very easy, light recovery jog back down. Repeat as soon as you get to the bottom with minimal rest. A longer progressive hill is
more recommended than short & steep hills, aiming for ~60 second hill surge. Include 1 mile easy warm up run and 1 mile cool 
down jog. 

-TEMPO RUNS= A longer threshold run to test stamina & become familiar with running hard while tired. Use online pace charts 
to calculate mile paces, suggest going ~10% slower than your race pace effort. Suggest running 4-miles at Tempo pace, with a 1 
mile easy warm up run and a 2 mile cool down jog.

-LONG RUN= longest run of the week, effort should be as you feel, suggested goal distance is ~9-12 miles 

-RACE! You're best effort across 6.2 miles!  Suggest taking a 2-day prep of 1 easy run day & then 1 rest day leading up to race 


